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Telegrams, Letters And
Phone Calls Approve Issue,

PI...•••••••.
work at the University of Florida
FRANKFORT, June 22, IP—The feel free to call upon the tax comat Gainesville.
Kentucky Tax Commission today missioner and seek an adjustment
Mr. Austin had a rich sense of
had instructions from Gsv. Law- fot future years. It is evident that
humor and was known for his
rence Wetherby to continue its the tax commissioner and the
pleasant bearing and conversation.
controversial program for equaliz- board of supervisors of many
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
ing property tax assessments in counties have been grossly negliLucille Austin; his step mother,
the state.
gent in this regard."
t
Mrs. W. P. Austin of Wirigoe one
Raises In Pike
daughter Fidelia; one son Clegg:
Wetherby announced that the
Shortly after
Wetherby's antwo sisters, Mrs. Lacy Holland of
program would continus after a nouncement Use Tax Commission
Wingo and Mrs. Gilbert Smith of
conference with State Revenue said it has scheduled a tentative
Jackson. Tennessee: one brother,
Commissioner Robert H Allphin raise of 25 per cent on town
lot
William Noble Austin of Atlanta,
and other state officials
assessments in Pike County. EarlGeorgia.
The Governor said that his office ier in the day, it announced a 15
Mr. Austin was a partner in the
had received a flood of elegrams per cent raise on Kenton County
Corn-Austin Coropany with H. C.
letters and phone calls indicating lot assessments.
Corn and Ace McReynolds. He had
public approval of the program.
The two orders brought to 71 the
been associated with Mr. Corn for
Wetherby announced 10 days ago nueber of counties in which asalmost twenty years.
that the program would be drop- qesments have been ordered or
The Citizens of Murray
A. B. Austin was a strong force
He was a member of the First
ped unless public approval for it proposed. The commission will
Murray, Kentucky
in the community and his presenee Christian Church of Murray where
was expiessed.
Dear Friends:
hear
protests
from
was felt in various parts of Murray the funeral will be held on WedCampbell.
On behtlf of the neople of life. He was an elder in the First nesday afternoon. Rev. Harrywood
He and Allphin Issued a joint Rowan. Todd and Webster counties
Ohio. players, friends rind fans, Christian Church and taught the Gray and Rev. Paul T. Lyles will
statement
after
their
meeting, today.
who we forturate enough to Men's Bible Class.
officiate. The funeral wilt be at
which they said was designed to
enjoy II activities
connected
clear up a widespread misunderHe was a member of Murray 3:00 p.m. Burial will be in the
with thelrecent North-Smith game, Lodge 105 FilrAM and a 32nd Murray Cemetery.
standing. They said, that contrary
I wish to take this opportunfty to degree Mason ,He was a past presito what many people believe, the
The body will be at the residence
tearer the people of Murray, the dent of the Murray Rotary Club until the funeral hour. The T. H.
action of the Tax Commission
various civic. groups and agencies.
"does not necessarily mean an inChurchill Funeral Home is in
as well as the housing establishcrease in local tax rate.'
charge ef arrangements.
ments, for !he innumerable courteActive pallbearers sell be Ed
Rate May Be Lower
sies and ks messes bestowed upan
Griffin. Wells Ovetbey, Ed Frank
They added that between now
us during
c etay. Your unlimited
Kirk. Verne Kyle. 0. B Boone,
and July 1.
Mystery Farm Number Twenty Four is pictured above.
If you recognize this county schoolthe fiscal court or the
hospitality is without parallel, and
Bill Parks, J. B. Wilson, and Verboard of any county
we asssfe you that we sincerely
farm call 55 and let us know whose it is. Last week's farm
non Stubblefield. Jr.
was that of Brown in which a blanket raise has been
Honorary pallorarers will be Tucker. A story on that farm may be
aPPreeialed every individual and
ordered may reduce the local tax
found on the inside of today's issue.
Four Calloway Coumy ,youths
condones effort to make us feel
Dr. Ralph Woods, George Hart.
so that no more taxes will be have been arrested and charged
Mystery
Farm
of
The
owner
Number Twenty Four can have a nice 5x7 glossy rate
welcome" in your fine city.
Harry Fenton, W. Z. Carter. Veinpaid locally than would have been wrth unlawfully removing and
Ligisally would we like tri
on Stubblefleld. Sr., Luther Roe- aerial photograph of his farm by calling at the office of the daily Ledger and Tim paid before the increase.
damaging parts from an automotha
'Mrs. Janes Lassiter, the
ertson, E. H. Smith. Di. A. D. es this week.
Wetherby and Allphin also said bile.
Butterworth, Jack Frost, Vernon
of the Cage Commission
that close study given to the proAll of the boys are minors, ages
rray State Collere for the
Hale. Fleetwood. Crouch. Thomas
4.
gram has impressed them with the 14. 15, 17 and 18.
time _ and labors expounded in
Banks, D. L. Divelbiss. Ed Diufact that no one has questioned
The quartet was arrested early
medal the Classic experienee
guid. and F. H. Graham.
the fairness in the state's effort to yesterday afternoon by Calloway
The stores of Murray will be
such a memorable occosion.
equalize general property assess- Sheriff Brigham Futrell, eccompanMany of us are already looking
closed during the funeral. hour toments a* 31 per cent of actual ied by Graves Sheriff ALer. Clear.
morrow.
forward to mitt year's Classic;
value.
--They were released after executothers who may be .unatle to reWetheiery pointed out that oppo- ing $500 bond each.
Mrs. Orval Austin, adult advisor
turn will. however, alwase cherish
Steel,
to
the
program
has stemmed
to the Area One Presbyterian
The youths were surprised early
the memories of the week spent
from the inequality that exists be- yesterday at Kaler. Ky,
, by Neil
n perfect circles, it vsould be Young People. and Miss Maryjane
By DELOS e'en if
in Murray and environs
Austin, alternate to the Area One tween taxpayers in the same coun- Collier and Clyde Edwards, resiUnited Press terienre editor
pretty routine by now.
Thanks again for everything.
ty whose property has not been dents of that cemmurity who
NEW YORK, June 22 ire-The
But they're traveling ie flattened Council. have just returned from
es Your friends to tee North
school for equalized by the local tax com- were aroused by the barking of
NEW YORK. June 22 US—The heavens are lining up three of circles—ellipses. Instead of being a week of leadership
Ohioans in Attendance at
Kentucky. held at missioner or local board of super- dogs.
A. B. Austin
automobile industry's fierce com- their uncountable marteer — our the same distance apart ea:fii time the Synod of
This Year's Clessic
visors.
Center College at Danviile
They fled when Edwards opened
our
Sun.
Earth.
and
Mars.
On
far
pass.
they
can
be
as
they
struggle
swotpetitive
was
due
to
and editor of the club's weekly
The statement by the two top tire, according to Sheriff Allen
Thursday
they'll
be
linesi
up
in
o
mlies
62.000
when
apart
000
as
last
low
two
up
ineroendent
its
bulletin, the Roto-Patter. He wes
Rev. Austin has gone this week state officials said . "where these Cloar.
neat row and our Earth and Mars they're lined up in a iew with
New comes another oduity, tl••• a past president
of the Kentucky manufacturers. Packard and Studefor a ten day conference i ttending unjust, inequalities exist, every
Sheriff Cloar said the automomatoes growing on potato vines.
will
then
be
only
40.300,000
miles
shade
sun—or
as
the
close
as
a
baker,
tocloy.
in
a
merger
School Board Members Association
the Association of Presbyterian aggrieved property owner should bile in which the youths
were ridThe bringer inner of the potato- and vice president of the
The companies. two of the oldest apart. Mars hasn't been so clese under 35.000.000 miles.
University pastors at Center Collocel
ing has been watched clorely for
since 1941.
meter ,ir tomapotato asked that City Board of Education.
lege.
Mr. Aus- of the 1.800 firms which have built
the past few weeks.
Closer July
he not be publicized. so' all we tin was a further
Miss Maryjane Austin has been
member of the automobiles at one time or anAstronomically it is rrest excitBecause of their ellipses, they
The automobile from which the
can say is that it's here in the faculty of Murray State College
and other, trace their history back to ing. Astronomers in 18 onbervitor- will be even closer together on appointed to the Wesminster Felparts were stripped belonged to
office.
was Dean of the college for some the turn of the century. Packard les in 10 countries will
Assembly
National
meetlowship
be staring July es than they will be ThursMrs. Avery Collier. and was parkturned out its first car al Warren,
time.
ing at the University of Illinois,
into their teleecopes. However, day.
ed in a garage at the rear of
By UNITED PRESS
1899.
after
Studebaker
Ohio,
50
in
to
July
June
6.
30
He was a member of the Murray
they have every reason to believe
The vine has potatoes at the botThursday's nearness wilt be the
A long-awaited cool front broke Collier Bins, store.
years as a famous wage:; maker,
As a delegate she wil' be one
no Martian aitionomer will be nearest since October, '1-941 when
tom with tomatoes grossing on Hospital Board since its organizaa
recort-breaking heat wave on
first
car
made
in
1902
its
of
1200
young persens representstaring back. They'll hi, greatly the distance in passing .;'as
top. It's a nice trick if you can tion, and was secretary of the
36.the first full day of summer today,
But the competitive struggle in
surprised if they find
accompliqi it. If eornc•bedy could Board at his death.
erent- 200.000 miles. When they pass in ing over 500.000 youth of the Pres- but heavy
rains spread flood
recent years, which has seen the
Church. U.S.A. These
ly.
figure out how to get corn to
In addition to his activities in
Septerrter of 1956. only a little byterian
waters tweets parts of four mid-big time" of General Motors. Ford
Our Earth gets aruu*d cur Sun more tean two years Com ne•v, young people have i•ited ov*r
grow on the thing too, you could the fields of education and church
western states.
and Chrysler take over all but
in one year. Mars needs almost Mars will be even closer. The 500 adult teachers, mini tres. busiwhip up a quii•k dish ef succatash. work. Mr Austin was influential
•
North winds cracked through
five per cent of total car output.
two yez.rs. So' each time around distance then will be 35.400.000 ness arid professional and other
in Boy Scout and Girl Scout
forced the companies to try to
lay leaders of the cherre to join the tent of warm, muggy air
Announcement of a complete
our Earth has to get betwoen Mars miles.
covering the lower Midwest early
improve their competitive position
Cinemascope
and the Sun, That happens every
and
Helas an excellent speaker and
Stet eophonic
The 18 observatories participat- them for a week of study and dis- today.
as the other independeets have
sound system to be installed in the
two years and two months or so. ing in an international Mars pro- cussion of Christian living in a
was called on many times to
done earlier.
The cool front passed Chicago a
world
of
day
to
day
crisiIf Earth and Mars were traveling gram, have been photographing
deliver addresses before groups in
Capitol theatre was MB le today
Willys-Overland and Kaiser were
At Urbana. the Westminister few hours after re.ord of 11 days by Frank Lancaster, manager of
the county.
the planet for weeeks now, as it
to
in
the
first
90's
was
conbine.
the
tied.
fenewed
'I
by
he
cool.
Fellowship
Army
Korea
Pfc.
Assembly
—
DIV..
will
be
ad7TH
He had a background which made
the Columbia Amusement =Comcame cheer and floser. and will
dry air was expected to sweep as
Hardy K. Outland, eon of Mr. ani him popular in all the phases of Hudson and Nash-Keivrnator
pany theatres here.
keep right in doing it through dressed by Dr Charles T. Leber, far
which
American
merged
Mointo
south
as
Indianapolis
and
St.
General
Mason
Secretary of The PresbyOutland. Route 6, civic life that he entered. He
Mrs.
Larwaster says the irstallation
September as it slowly moves farLouis,
tors
in
March.
It
wa's
reported
terian Board of Foreign Missions
Murray, recently attendee a two- received his A. B. and B. D.
will include a Cinemascope screen
ther and farther away.
Meanwhile,
however,
Studebaker
the
Packard
merger
flood
watwho has completed a recent tour
week combat leader's course con- degrees trim Emory University at
from wall to wall with the magic
Has Frozen Regions
Swann E. Parks, son of Marvi
ers covered 25,000 acres in Iowa
ducted in Korea by tbe 7th In- Atlanta, Georgia and did zraduate might be the first 'step toward a
of 4-track, high-fidelity stereoThey know Mars has polar ice to study new missionary strategy
Parks,
Murray
is
attending
a
fourrind
further
kept
combination
500
families
with
from
Ameritheir
in our divided world; Professor
fantry Division.
week Air Force ROTC summer caps, like Earth, vase areas of Alexander Miller. of Stanford Uni- homes. Floods were also reported phonic sound which gives sou full
,
can Motor
During the course. Outland .redirectional sound from the screen
deserts, identifiable by their brick
camp
at
March
Base,
Air
Force
in
parts of Nebraska, South Daversity, Palo Alto. Calif rnia: Dr.
speeialized
in
training
ceived
accompanied .bv full effects from
California. The summer camp is red color, and splotches of blue- Eugene
kota and Wisconsin.
Carson
Blake,
Stated
tactics, weapons and the psychospecial effect speakers mounted on
part of the AF ROTC curriculum green which may be huge "mea- Clerk of the General Assembly
National Guard units together
of
logy of Army leadership.
the walls throughout the theatre.
at the New Mexico College. of A dows" of some simple living plant. the Presbyterian
With Red Cross and volunteer
ChurcF
U.S
A.;
He entered the Army in Febru- Monday's complete record follows
Through the modern rreracle of
its MA, where Cadet Parks is like Toss. Now they hope to find Dr. Hayes M. Fuhr,
workers, helped saruihsg dikes
26
Census _
head
of
the
ary 1953 and arrived in Korea
Cinemascope you see the magic
a student. Summer camp is normal- out if Mars has mountains—thfly Conservatory
along
rain-swollen
lows
60
Henry
Mr.
Beds
and
streams.
F.
Mrs.
MetzAdult
.
of
Music.
August.
Hastings
het
suspect it does_ And, perhaps, to
of the anamorphic lens, the lifeStates of emergency were in effect
Emergeney Beds .
ger and son, manager,; of the ly scheduled between a student's
34
likeness of directional stereophontake photographs showing its fam- College. Hastings, Nebraska; and
at Sioux City and Fort Dodge, priKuhn Bros. store in Mu- ray. took junior year and senile- year.
Patients Dismissed _ . 3
Dr.
Frances
P.
Miller.
statesman
ic sound. the clarity of the scienThe summer camp curriculum eus "canals".
marily to compel families to evacPatients Admitted _
. 5
the employees of the local store
These appear now and then in from Virginia. Dr. Joseph Gettys.
tiftcally
engineered
screen. In
uate
threatened
By UNITED PRI.SS
irias.
New Citizens
to Nashville last week, fir a tour will include courses in organization
of
First
.
Presbyterian
Church,
telescopes but have never been
short through the miracle of
New
flood
crests
were
Patients admitted from Friday of the Kuhn Boeee..._ warehouse and functions of an Air Force Base
expected
Dallas,
Texas. will guide the daily
Cinemasc-ope. comes to Murray the
the use of . weapons, leadership, photographed. Once they were ofe KENTUCKY
Some cloudiness 5:00 p.m. to Monday 100 p.m.:
at Sioux .City, Boone and Webster
there.
Bible study of the Assiinblye
greatest inovation to the entertainand physical' training. For those f •red by some astronoitiers as
Fifty
square
City.
Those
Grace
with a few isolated thunderstorms
enjoviner
Main
Holcomb. e05
Mrs.
the trip were
bleckr were
ment world since the "flickers"
flying learning the proof of intelligent life on Mars.
qualified
for
probably
this
in
and
north
at
under
Mason City and
water
tonight
St. Murray; Miss Baraiira Ann June Stone. Sadie Farris.. Bobbie
but now they're generally consuddenly started to talk
curriculum
also
include
camp
will
Wednesday
pattly
highways
clou- Reeder. Rt. 1, Almo: Mis. Keith ,Childress, Opal McClure, Hazel
eternoon.
in the stote were
six
According to Lancastee the inaircrew indoctrination, aircraft fa- sidered to be reoering lines of
blocked.
dy and not ;is warm Low tonight Kennedy and baby boy 308 No. Colson. Guesie Geurin
Charlie
stallation will be completed and
miliarization. and orientation flights unknown nature and origin—if
Heavy rains reused floods Mon66 to 72.
71-h St., Murray: Mr. Pat Ervin R. Marc and Mr. and M's. Henry
the showing of Cinemascope picin various types of Air Force they exist at all.
day night at Dodgeville. Wis. Flash
TEMPERATURES
Johnson, Rt. 1, Aimo; Mr. Lonnie F. Metzger and son.
tures will start in the early part of
planes.
floods earlier hit northeast Ne93
High Yestercley
Gray Kimbro, Rt. 4, Mm ray; Mrs.
Mrs. Metzger and son, Sill, visitCadet Packs has qualified for
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts of braska communities and Brute July.
Low Last Night
Paul Notes and baby boy, 313 W. ed with her brother while in
flight training and will attend Air
Almo were called to Chalice, Mo, Creek spilled over cant,
81-h St., Benton; Mrs, Loiren Par- Nashville.
several
Force flying schools upon comdue to the accidental death of theuerand acres at Elk Trent. S.0
rish and baby boy. Rt. 5, Murray;
LAKE STAGES
pletion of his senior year in college.
their
eon-in-law. Homer C. MontDownpours also acconerulied the
Observed Change To Mr. Rube Thrusters. Col ege StaFor the past year he has been
An archery group will be form- gomery. According to reports he
cool front's advance Monch y night.
At 6 am. Midnight tion, Murray: Mr. Clarence CompThe following arrests were reetallass
a Cadet Master Sergeant to the ed this evening at 6:30 at the was killed instantly at
ten o'clock swamping Madison. Wis. with 3.48 ported by city police over the
Yesterday
Tonight ten, Rt. 6, Murray; Master Donnie
AF ROTC Cadet Group at the City Park. The meeting will be last night while on his •way to
inCitis of rain in 24 hours.
Lee Dowdy. Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
358 9 Poet.
past weekend.
annah
Miss Rachel Rowland loft Satur- college. Upon completion of sum- held at the
West end oil the park work when his car was jammed
3.185 Fall 0.2 Robert Mason Canady, 1610 Farm- day for Lexington. Kentucky to
Two for reckless drivirg
mer camp, the fourth year of the near the tennis courts.
by a transfer tru. k.
35116 Fall 0.2 er Ave.. Murray; Mrs Johnnie enter a short summer term at
-::- ANNOUNCEMENT -::iinsonvilli
One for speeding.
AF ROTC program, and all reAnyone interested in joining
Mr.
Montgamery
is
married
to
358.9
Troop
Felt 0.3 Ray Edwards. 672 Drexel. Detroit. the University of Kentlicky. She quirements for
45 will meet WedScout
It-Fitzhugh
One for running ston light.
a college degree. such a croup is urged to be pies- the former Miss
Margaret
Roberts
ncr's Fo y
35e II Fall 0.3 Mich.; Mr. Howard Ezell, Rt. I. will take a special course in Cadet Parks
nesday at 7 p.m at the Scout Hall.
One for drunkeness.
will be eligible for a ent at the meeting tonight.
and they have two little girls.
358 9 Fa le0 3 Murray: Mr. Perry Cornwall. Har- heusing av'hi,h is open only to commission
All boys planning to ge to Came
ducky Ii W
Police reported that they are
as second lieutenant in
Officers will be elected and fuFuneral
arrangemens
are
inPakentuck arc asked to turn in arresting all drivers who ore drivetecky T W. _ _ 029 Rise 02 din.
home demonstratkm agents.
the Air Force Reserve.
ture meetings planned.
complete.
their money by Wednesdi y.
ing without mufflers.

Heavenly Marbles Will Line
Up Thursday. Mars Closes In

75c

Vol. LXX/ No. 148

A. B. Austin, one of'the county a
Most well known and appreciated
citizens died suddenly yesterday
Am/
afternoon about 3:30 p.m. Death
11, e printed a utter yes:el day that
came at his residence at 101 South
iir Hart received from Jim
8th street.
.sein, sportswriter f-om Col• e, Ohio. No sooner had we
Mr. Austin had been feeling
to press that we received a badly for the past several weeks
via air mail from Mr. Rel- with a stomach ailment and yesteraddressed to the people of day morning about 1100 o'clock he
decided to go home. He was feeling
ray.
much better about 3.00 o'clock according to his partners at the
'since It sounds so good for out of Corn Austin Company. A few mire
!wen folks to give Murrzy a pat utes they were called and
notified
. in the back, we print herewith that he had suddenly died of a
Redsnan's epistle.
•
heart attack. He was 57 years of
age.
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TAX ASVSSMENT PROGRAM TO CONTINUE
Ssen & Heard A. B. Austin, Business Man,
And Educator Dies Suddenly
Around
MURRAY

IA 29c
'act] 89c

All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Swann Parks At
ROTC Summer Camp

39c
29c
29c

Murray Hospital

Kuhn Employees
Tour Warehouse

The Weather

Couple Called To
Chaffee, Missouri
Due To Wreck

I 7c

99c
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City Police,Report

Miss Rowland To
Enter Summer Term
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The Calloway Tim
Times-He:aid Octobe
es, and Th,
r ER 1926 and
the West Kentuckia
11142.
n January
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MS, PUBLIS

HER
!Entered at the Post Offi
ce, Murray, Ken
tucky. for tran
smis

ND 'PIMES, MURR

Will Take 100 Victories
o in Flag. Durocher

AY. HEM ....MY

TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 1954

Mystery Farm Number Twenty Thre
e
_
""'"

Te •

the pictured fame. Mrs. Dorothy
Tucker AfeCann,
Germany, and
Margaret Tucker who is home wit
h
pare
her
nts.
Mr. Tucker is a subsciiber to
the Daily Ledger and Times, and
says he looks for news of local
interest in the paper.
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FRED DOWN
In fat, only 18
United Press Sports
pennant winners
Writer
have won 100 games.
Man
ag,
r
Matter.
Leo Durocher of
the
Willie Mays and Jim
streaking New Yor
THE KENTUCKY
Hearn were
k Giants pre- the
PRESS ASSOCIATI
heroes of Monday
NATIONAL REP
carted today that "it
ON
's triumph
P.ESEN'TATIVES:
wilt
take
- 108 Hearn handle
WALLACE WITMER
Monroe, Metnphie
vi.
uri
d Cerdinal slu
c. to
win the
Tern.. 250 Pa.k
CO., 1358
gger
National Stan Musial
Ave., ilea: York,
/eve.. Chicago; 80
like a .215 latter,
307 N. Michigan League pennant this year
Bolyston St., Bos
retiring him three
ton.
consecutive times
• "Just mark it daw
SUBSCRIPTION RAT
n." rurocher to break up Cardinal rallies
ES: By carrier
and
ninth Sc.6
in Murray. per
In Calloway and
week 15c, per barked follewing the Giants' "4-5 leave five runners stranded. Hea
adjoining counties
rn
tch-ale *Q..
.amph over the St. Loe
forced adusial to
, per year. S3.50
hit
is
Car
into
elen:e- e.
double
play with two run
Is Monday. "it's gonna
ner
tak
s
e 100
We reserve the
on to close
victories to win this
the first inning and
nght to reject any
thing-there
or Public Voice
Advertising, Letters
on outfield flies with renred him
itenis which in
to in- Ed.ter along road ahead."
two Cardinals
our opinion are
ttterest of our
on base in bot
not for the best
readers.
h the tn rd and
Duroc her indicated he
visualizal fifth innings.
le two team struggle
be:satee
TUESDAY
Mays, collecting
: M:NE 22,
Offerts and Brooklyn Dodger n the
three hits for
1954
s with the third stra
pre-seas-'n contender
ight game.
s Lk^ the Car- back into
bar
the fight for indi ged
dinals. Philaalelphia
vidual
Phlaes and hare rvn
'hon
ors
Milwaukee graves wilt
by blasting Nee
ing under 19 off Gerry
Staley and No. 20 off
the pressure. All three
have sagged Royce Lint,
roe homers lifted
during the last month
Wilwhile the lie into c tie
for second place wit
Ledger & Tim
Giants end Dodgers hav
h
es File
e raveled Hank Sauer
of the Chicaec Cub
better than .700 clips-a
stwo behind Musial.
June 22. 1949
g*.arting on Maj
- 21. the Glares
More than I1.-0
Welke Peeve Downfa
.n.tVe reeled .sff 24 vict
t.•irl Scouts are
ll
o-as in 331
Staley. who hasn't
enr
Camp in :he City
olled at he Da
zanies for an erasing
wail since
.800 pet- May 18 ond
y
Park this weok.
now stands 3-7 for
7nage while the Dodk'e.
-s have the season,
paved the way for
The Murray City
hying
dnggedly with 2n wir.s in
ha
School System wil
dow
nfa
l .-eceive .tlightly 31 games for .710. During the same the ll by walking Heasn to fill
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Gene Kelly, Don O'Connet
Debbie Reynolds in
"SINGING IN THE RAIN'
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of
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KENTUCKY'S BETTER
HIGHWAYS
ARE PAVED WITH C
ONCRETE
more years.

this time maintenance cost
has been extremely low,
resulting in a saying to tax
payers. Concrete roads
need little
maintenance because they
base great structural str
ength. They
can be accurately designed for
any antiaipaten loa
d and a life of
fifty years and more. They don't
break up during spring
thaws,
become rutted or filled with
chuckholes.
Concrete patements base at
least twice the sers ice
Idea any
other type of pavement. This lon
g life, low maintenan
ce cost and
moderate first cost mean low
annual cost, the onl
y true measure
of the cost of any facility.
Low annual cost is just one reason
w hy Kentuckians pref
er con•
crete for heavily-traveled roa
ds. Concrete is safer
too. Its lightcolored 'surface reflects up
to four times
more light than
dark-colored pasements and
its gritty surface is pro
tection against
dangerous skidding esen in
wet weather.
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Lost and Found

THE MURRAY GRAIN CCAIPANY
at the Ky. Popcorn Cosopany
wants to buy 25 carloads of wheat
and 5 carloads of oats. Will pay
highest market prices and furnish
bags free to growers. Will place
government loan wheat. See
TIP
Duran, Jack Farmer or W. H.
Broach at Murs.;y Grain Company
kir highest prices. Phone MO.
(ju2t3c)

BETTY SUE

)

Mrs. Lela S. Wier
2905 Arbor Hills Drive 55
P. 0. Box 2695
Jackson 7. Mississimsi

ADELAIDE'
HUMPHRIES

By JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

You can have another million dollar a year
factory
and it won't cost you a cent_lf every child
is provided
quert aI milk a -day and every adult three

11.1414011 a.'

day.

A NT BEAUTY SWOP
pkc/E
om 109/
/03 NO. 5 r."S7:

COPY F—apy
Fif pFP

/

Ryan Milk Company

MURRAY,Ky.

NANCY
By Ernie Bushmiller

SURE - -- I'LL
HELP YOU
WITH YOUR
SPELLING;
PEEWEE

UL' ABNER
By AI Cam
GIT UP, DAISY MAE!!
HONE`ar ABE'S CRYIN'-.
??-DAISY MAC?—•

GOLP.P..r-AH REMEMBERS
NOW — DAISY'S
H- HOPELESSLY BURJED
N DUFFY'S CAVERN!,

WHAR
?-CAIN'T
FIND YO'WIF MAN
FOOT-

1

NOT'NCI.T-AH MUST
,..„
BE. DREAMIW— AN'
5°Ei...r- AH WANTS T'
WAKE UP.r.r—AH
WANTS HER T'
COME BACK!!

4

SHE'S
K!.'-0H -S(DellNOVI,AFTER 2OR 3
4
Y'ARS 0' MARRIAGE-AH
FO'GITS WHICH -AH IS
GONNA TELL HER-A/4
LOVES HER!!

;4

'
414r 404

,....146 • I. P. ON
ur
16.6.41 bo661,
•••••••...

F.
AailE

as' KATI
STAY WHERE YOU
ARE, CHARLIE
DOBBS, AND ANSWER
ME A COUPLE OF
QUESTIONS.'

•.•
•

Milk is no longer considered just a baby food,
adults
need it just a badly. This is a proven fact.
Drink lots
of milk, save on your overall food bill.
You'll be
healthier and feel better. And be sure to
ask for SUNBURST MILK—the home produced milk.

Ladies if "Old Sol' is taking the "spring and
bounce"
out of your hair, better see JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
now
for a complete scalp and hair treatment! We
bring you
a complete line of beauty service . . . guarantee
your
satisfaction!

"Exhibit A Is ruled out."
I never give up hope."
"Well, there's Exhibit B," she
"No, I'm
said. She decided to tell him frank- one." She not engaged to anyknew the color was
ly why they could not be friends. high
In her cheeks. "Arid I don't
She couldn't le subtle with a man suppos
e I can very weil refuse to
like this. "1 dtin't make it a habit be friends
, if you make it all right
to become friends with, or have with
Roz. But I wish. Norman,
dates with, anyone who has been you'd
stop holding my hand."
dating one of my girl friends."
"Your wish' is my command."
"If you mean Roz. we .were His dark
eyes took on that teasing
never more than the most casual look,
CHAPTER NINE
and he took her hand and,
friends." He said this with such with a
smile,
placed it back into
CYNTHIA said "it's good of her earnest
ness, looking her straight her lap. "Since
to want to help," after Norman in
I'm such an optimthe eye, that it was impossible ist, I hope
next time it will be more
had explained why he had taken to
doubt that that was how lie than holding
hands. Though I'll do
the blame for the accident felt
toward Roz.. "I have never my darned
est not to rush you too
"Though I'm afraid It can't make given
Roz any reason to believe I much. As
for Roz, please let me
up for what happened-If .11.111t13 was
seriously Interested in her. take cape
of making things right
doesn't get well."
Roz is a fine girl, but she doesn't with
her."
"Oh, but he will! He must! happen to be the kind of
girl I
He was, Cynthia thought, the exWhat do you mean by that?" Nor- could fall in love with and
want act opposite of
Walt. Walt thought
man leaned across the table. to marry."
"Julius will get w e I I," he said`
Oh, dear! They seemed to be get- there was all the time in the world
to get around to rushing anything
earnestly. "I know it about breaks ting In deeper and deeper
- ana or anyone. When
Walt held her
your heart to see the poor little furthermore, he was still
holding hand, it was
to take her pulse.
chap lying there with his leg In her hand.
Unless
Cynthia used Norman's tacthat confounded hammock ar"I'm afraid Roz Is under a diftics, as she had today, and gave
rangement- Lord, but the kid's ferent Impression."
Etat
young
doctor a very rude
got what it takes! Never a whim"Just because I saw her on the
awakening.
per out of him, just that shy smile street and, for old times'
sake,
Friday
and those big dark eyes that ewe asked her if she'd care to
evening might tell the
go out story.
right into your heart. But he will one night?"
get well-you don't mean he won't,
"It must be more than that.
"When will you letter. see Vou
do you, Cynthia?"
You're the kind of man Roz would again?" Norman said now. -"Sebe
!Idea
Interested in - seriously. And
"I mean he may never walk
those accidental meetings in
again. Or If he does, never like anyway, since she knew you first the hospital when we go to visit
Julius, I mean. Since you agreed
other children-to be able to run
ari-4 play." For that was what
"I've never let myself be seri- to be friends, you can't refuse me."
Walt had told her when she had ously interested in any
Ile certainly knew how to put
girl because
tasked him. ft was a severe dose of the kind of job I have.
It has her tn the spot. However, she
to hand Norman: she saw how taken me on missions so
could
be obdurate. "I can't see
secret I
deeply it affected him.
couldn't let anyone know where I you, or have a date with you, untel
He said, "Gosh . . ." and shook was. But now I guess 14,ncle Sam you've squared things with !arm
his head. Then, "I won't believe it. has decided I've risked my neck And even then, Norman. I don't
not until I have to. We'll keep on often enough-I'm going to be in believe Its any use, really I don't"
hoping. Its only when you give up Washington from now on. I can
Yet she had to admit that he
settle down, plan some sort of not only was likeabl
hope, Cynthia. that you're Iota."
e and charm"That's right- I didn't mean we future-"
ing and unpredictable, as Roz had
should give up hope," she told him.
Why was he telling her all thls? said, but also • man that a woman
"Hell have to be in traction for He should have been telling it
to could admire and respect.
several months. Then we'll see Roz. Roz would adore living In
It was the next
what we can do for him in the Washington; It was only a few three girls were evening as the
sitting down to
clinic. Ile must hive a lot of driving hours away. She would supper that
Rog announced le
therapy. And maybe Dr. Sellars adore having a husband connected was going to
give a party.
can perform a miracle. He has with international affairs. And
"And you two will have to help
what he had said about his posi- me make it a
done it before."
success," she said.
tion
before
explain
ed why Norman "1 think six will be just the
"Dr. Sellars .. . Oh, he's your
right
doctor, isn't be'? The giant-sized had suddenly dropped out of sight. number. You can Invite your
doc"I know you'll think It's much tor, Cynthia,
package with the fierce scow I.
and Nora you wet
Does he ever laugh at life-or him- too soon," he was saying, "but your cousin. Tommy, to come. I
self? Hut forgive me, Cynthia" the minute I taw you, sitting there guess I don't have to tell you
wham
Norman reathed across the table in the middle of the street with I intend to invite. In feet,
that's
to lay his hand on hers, having that kid in your arms. I knew you the whole purpose of this shindig."
seen that she resented this. "May- were the woman I had been look"Purpose?" Nora repeated in her
be be is a miracle man. I hope so, ing for all my life. Cynthia. You absent-minded fashion. She had
mustn't refuse to be friends, give just had a letter
for Julius' sake."
from Alan saying
a chance to-"
he would be home In about
She murhoired that she hoped me"But
a
1-1
can't."
She
month.
was
So Nora was up in the
dis•
so. too. But all she could think of mayed,
yet
site
couldn'
clouds
t
help
these
feeldays.
was his hand, lying on hers. It
ing proud and well, yes, glad.
Cynthia did not have to ask what
made her self-conscious. It made
Fie was apparently thinking that Roz meant. She
thought, her heart
her PA of jittery inside, too. And
renfvas would think they were hold- there was someone else. For now sinking, Here we go again!
he said, "I know there's that doc"I've got to do something,"
ing bands.
ROE
tor of yours. tic's too
confided. "Here I've stayed
home
"You haven't presented a con- me to pick a fight big for even
with, if I practically every night since that
% rich* case," Norman said, toe
anted to, i.Yhleh I dent. However, one big
date waiting for the phone
,rel still covering here, so 004 you're not engage
d to him, are to ring."
at. ehie reseld not nnit it ***v. you. Cynthia? Ai
I just told you,
(Ti, Re Cn fi,iie,7t

s s.o.s..
- -,-..Ssmosouser.ssosmsos.

The shot in the arm that is needed is—M
ORE GRADE
A MILK PRODUCTION IN CALLOWAY
COUNTY
This is only controlled and limited by the
amount of
Calloway County milk you and your family drink
, Including the "outside" milk sold in this count
y the per
capita consumption of milk is far too low.

SOME BLACKBERRIES' A N 1J
plums an South 13th Street or
call 1103
iju24nc)

.•

We are very fortunate in having Murray
State College
in Murray and in having several factories
located here.
These are fine and we need more and will
do our part
to help get more; but agriculture is still
the backbone
of our economy and nothing can surpass
it as an income
producer; But it needs a shot in the
arm.
Tobacco is our largest income producer,
but is limited
by acreage control. Wheat and corn are
now limited
by acreage controls, and other crops may
come under
controls.

DRIVE-IN

SYNOPSIS
Norman Brandt and nurse Cynthia
Doyle had first met at the stene of
an
at, ident near Washington, D. C. He'd
tried to -date her, to pay her court,
but Cynthia's romantic interest centers
Smut Dr. Seller. with whom
she
works at the Clinic. It was not until
the doctor discovered that ti• had •
rust for Nurse Doyle's esteem.
that he
began to wee her as • woman aa
well
as a nitre.. He is gravely comerned
when eynthts accepts an invitation
dine with the handsome Mr. BrandL to

•

,

. TRI-CITY
I

Wanted To Buy

PORTRAIT. COMMERCIAL. DIrect color photography Formal
and
candid weddings. Custom
framing Wells & Weather, South
Side square, Murray, telephone
1439.
(jy27c)

We pointed out last week that dairying
in Calloway
County was over a million dollar a year
enterprise and
that we thought it could be expanded
to a two million
dollar enterprise. We still think so.

ARTHRITIS?

Conte in
"THE BLUE GARDENIA"
also color cartoon

PAGE THRE'
ed.-only $2.50. Prompt, occur.
Special bargain offer ends Ji
30, 1954. Repairs Dept., Park,
Jewelry Store.
rju24c

Another Million Dollar Factory
For This Community?

Bus. Opportunities

(•
,/7
,
1

1

FOR REN11 -

on hard surface street, cif), sewerage. In high school, di io ict. In- RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES BRICK HCUSE, UNFUR
NISHED,
terested persons please write P.O. and insects. Expert work. Ca.I three bedrooms. Modern
conveni441
or
see
Sam
Kelley.
Box 324, Murray.
ences. Double garage. Full base(ju24e)
ment. Available June 15. Reason• MIDWAY MOTUES •
SINGER SEWING MACHINE IN
4 miles South of Murray on Hazel ably priced. Call Mrs. Gearge Hart,
good condition. Treadle modal.
237.
Road.
Flat bobbin. Phone 1126.
- Drive out and save a$$$ - ROOMS FOR
RENT. 514 BROAD
•New and Used Cars •Television Street, phone
289. W. D. Sykes.
PIECE OF BEAUTusUL GREEN Grayson McClur
e, Purdom Parks
carpeting, 11x22 ft. Living room
Phone 84
Gly100
suite. Deluxe Tappan gas range.
SMALL APARTMENT WITH REAlso extra wide nylon curtains. THERE I; NOW A SINGER frigerator and stove
furiniehed.
Call 1496 or see at 1505 Sycamore. Sewing Machine representive for Two blocks from
Court House,
iju24c1 new and used machines and re- Call 49-W.
(ju231:)
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411
POphir, phone 1074-R
TFC THREE R 00 M APARTML.T.
unfurnished. Private bath. Heat
APPLES, EARLY TRANSPARENT
and water furnished, •.,ownstairs.
Special for sauceia$2.00 par bushel.
107 North 7th Ut.
Bring containers. Glindel Reavee,
(ju23c)
Lynn Grove Hignway:
eju240
NEW SERVICE STATION FOR
lease. Located 4th and P:ne Streets
in Murray. Kentucky. l'ate Box
249, Paducah, Ky., or ph oie MurI have been wonderfully blessed
TWO OR THREE Be:DROOM ray 640-M alter 6 pen
iju24c)
In being restored to active life after
house, unfurnished, in or near
being crippled in nearly every joint
Murray. Call ail between 8:30
in my body and with muscular
a.m. and 4:3, p.m.
(ju.23p)
soreness from head to foot. I hod
Rheumatoid Arthritis and other
forms of Rheumatism, hands deformed and my ankles were set.
LOS :-YELLOW JER.Sr Y COW.
Limited space prohibits telling
weight 650, tag ia eo. No. 676.
you more here but if you will wr8e
TUESDAY AND
Last seen near F.ve Points. Shroat
me I will reply at once and tell you
WEDNESDAY
.Bros.
iju23c)
how I received this wonderful relief.
Ann Baxter and Richard
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NOTICE

MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE, suits, $1.49. All summer hats and
large sejaiction styles, sizee Call 85, bag, $1.00. Boys surnmer caps,
see at Ciallo way Monument Works, $1.00. Loves' Children Snop.
Vester 01 ,
Owner, ',Vest Main
(juMc)
near Cale6,
(jy20e)
MODERN HOME OR SALE BY
AC 40 ç .113INE. SEE AT BUD- owner.
Located
near
college.
dy's Shell Station, 12th aie Chest- Shawn by appointment. Two bednut.
QuZlc) rooms and den. Call 507. (ju24c)
•
FOR BALE OR RENT. OIL STA- SPECIAL THIS
UM owner leaving state. Must card photographs,WEEK: :2 POST
only $2.95, of
sell or lease. Wilson Insurance as baby or child.
Love's Siudio, 503
Bell Waite, 303 East Main Street. Poplar
St. Our Studio Is Air Con(ju22c) ditioned.
tju250

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NIX

GOOD

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
One lot sunsuits, swimruits, etc. Living room,
room, kitchen,
sale 89c. One lot sunsuits play- utility room dining
and garage. Located

FOR SALE

APARTMENT, THREE ROOMS
and bath. Electrically equipped.
SERVICES OFFERED
Adults only. Available July 1st.
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth, phone
I WILL DO IRONING AND TAKE
231-W.
(tic)
care of children in my home at
a reasdhable rate. Phone 1448-W.
GARAGE APARTMENT- THREE
(ju.23p)
rooms, bath, hot and cold water.
At 221is South 12th St., call
NOW! YOUR WRIST WATCH
1134-M. Loyd Henry.
(ju23p) thoroughly cleaned oiled. adjust-

-

F4DED

IF THEY'RE HARO ONES,
HONEY, / THINK YOU'RE

WASTING YOUK
TIME

EVEN YOU CAN
UNDERSTAND THEM!
NUMBER ONE - CO
YOU LOVE ME '?

O'COURSE
I DO, SUE...
YOlt1 KNOW
THAT.

By Raebera Vaa Bares
ANYTIME YOU
WANT TO, SUE.
MEAN EXACTLY SO FAR,I GUESS
WHEN- DO WE
I CAN ANSWER
GET MARRIED'?
ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS.
O.K. NOW...
WHEN -AND I

sr•

.•
•
•
•
•
•
111...•
1•
•VII
•
k4.
•
•
l•
•
•
•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

THE LEDGER
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BY 1.L.DtiER a
TIMES PUBLISHIN
Consolidation of the
G COMPANY,
Iduiray Ledger, The
"Times-Henald Oet
Calloway Times,
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and Th.
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1119
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„Will Take 100 Victories
.7
o in Flag,Dumber

TUESDAY, JUNE 112,I954
.•

..•••1•E•=11•-"

Mystery Farm Number Twenty Thre
•••I

•

the pictured fame, Mrs. Dorothy
Tucker McCann, of Germany, and
Margaret Tucker who is home with
ht‘r parents.
Mr. Tucker is a subscriber to
the -1751iy Ledger and Times, and
says he looks for news of local
interest in the paper.

e
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available.

Murray Lumber Co.
Phone 262
Murray, Ky.
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BIG 22 Inch
VIKING
WINDOW FANS
2 speed reversible
Special Price
This Week
ELROY SYKES
Fourth at Sycamore
Phone 1654:i .

Linoleum Headquarters
9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut an
y
40 Patterns to choose length
from

Thurman Furniture
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paid. Bags
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All tied uplfi a knot
of
loose, lady! Washday clothesline? Break
Blues are as out of
date as a Model T. The
her soap and water wor modern Mrs, sends
ries off to a mod
ern laundry. We do
your wash ... cleaner, brighter, faster!
Wet Wash
.05 bulk
Wash and Dry .07 pound
Flat Finish
.
.09 pound
Shirts .15c; two for
.25 in family bundle
All claims settled prompt
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This section of U.S. 60 east
of Louistille is another
typical
example of how faithfully and
economically concrete pat
ements
hate served the people of Ken
tucky. Now 17 years old,
it has
carried eter-increasing weight
s and volumes of traffic
and can
continue to serte for many mor
e years.
During this time maintenance
cost has been extremely
low,
resulting 'in a sating to taxpay
ers. Concrete roa
ds need little
maintenance because they
hate great structural str
ength. They
can he accurately designed for
any anticipated load
and a life of
fifty years and more. They don't
break up during spring
thaws,
become rutted or filled with
chuckholes.
Concrete pat ements hate at
least twice the sert ice
life of any
other type of pavement. This lon
g life, low maintenance
cost and
moderate first cost mea
n lowermost,cost, the onl
y true measure
of the cost of any facility.
/ow annual cost is just one rea
son by Kentuckians pref
er concrete for heasily-traseled roa
ds. Concrete is safer too
. Its light•
colored surface reflects up
to four times more
light than
dark-colored patements and its
gritty surface is protec
tion against
dangerous skidding et en in
wet weather.
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WANT

SI
SPECIAL SALE
One lot sunsuits, swimsuits, etc,
sale 89e. One lot sunsuits playsuits, $149. All summer hats and
bag, $1.00. Boys surtuner caps,
$1.00. Loves' Children Soop.
(ju23c)

subsc:riber to
and Times, and
news of local

LL CO.
Theatre

THE LEDGER & TIMFZ, MURRAY.

GOOD THREE BEDROOM HEIVSE
Living room, dining room, kitchen,
utility room and garage. Located
, SOLID 'GRANITE,
on hard surface street, coy seweron styles, sizes Call 85,
age. In high school, dial ict. In- RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES BRICK HCUSE,
UNFURNISHED,
oway Monument Works,
terested persons please write P.O. and insects. Expert work. Call three bedrooms.
Modern convenir, Owner, West Main
441 or see Sans Kelley.
Box 324, Murray.
(tic)
ences.
Double garage. Full base(ju24c)
$e.
(jy20c)
ment. Available June 15. Reason• MIDWAY MOT:raft •
MODERN HOME si'OR SALE BY SINGER SEWING IrIACHINE IN
4 miles South of Murray on Hazel ably priced. Call Mrs. Geerge Hart,
AC 423MBINE. SEE AT BUD- owner.
Located
near
237.
college. good condition. Treadlo modal.
(tfc)
Road.
Shown
Flat
dy's
by
bobbin
.
appoin
Phone 1126.
Station, 12th a:id Chesttment. Two bed(lc) - Drive out
and
save
ajee
ROOM
S
rooms
FOR
nut
and
RENT.
den. Call 507. (ju24c)
514 BROAD
(talc)
•New and Used Cars Crelevision Street, phone
289. W. D. Sykes.
PIECE OF BEAUTirtIL GREEN Grayso
n McClure, Purdom Parke
FOR RALE OR RENT. OIL STA- SPECI
(tic)
AL THIS WEEK: :2 POST carpeting, 11x22 ft. Living room
Phone 84
Lion 0,11n,r leaving state. Must card
(Jy10c)
photographs, only 82.95, of suite. Deluxe Tappan gas range.
SMALL APARTMENT WITH REsell or ledA, Wilson Insurance lis bahy or child.
Love's Studio, 503 Also extra wide nylon curtains. THERE It NOW
A SINGER frigerator and stove funniehed_
Reel I:Mate. 303 East Main Street. Poplar
St. Our Studio Is Air Con- Call 1498 or see at 1505 Sycamore. Sewing Machine representive for Two blocks from
Court House.
(ju22c) ditioned.
lju240 new and used machines and re- Call 49-W.
4ju25c)
(jump)
pair service. See Leon Hall. 1411
Poplar, phone 1074-R
R 00 M APARTME,..T.
TFC THREE
ROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Pireale
unfurnished. Private kith. Heat
APPLES, EARLY TRANSPARENT
M0se
and water furrhstied, Jownsta
17-Rocky hill
Special for sauce. $2.00 par bushel.
0
91 T A Er
7n
al '
E
irs.
U-Capu,hin
107 North 7th St.
Bring containers. Glindel Reavee,
ish for
monkey
(ju23c)
orrow"
311--tioido's
Lynn Grove Highway.
lei24c)
5P
low note
ER
al
40-Inlets
NEW SER V ICE STATION FOR
A
min
42-Comoass point
lease. Located 4th and Pine Streets
leee
I
reader
43-While
1
45-4luestan
in Murray, Kentucky. 11•:ite Box
1
mound
stockade
AAR
17- Ooden pin
249. Paducah, Ky.. or phane Mur47-Palr
PA
111-kto
49-Girl's
I hove been wonderfully blesse
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM ray 640-M alter 6 pan
(ju24c)
15of nut
d
nickname
21orm
in being restored to active life after
house, unfurnished. in or r.ear
61-Native metal
Liter'•
62-A stat•
Murray. Call 201 between 8:30
being crippled in nearly every joint
64-Pertainin5 to
23-Mak
"r.
the Alps
a.m. and 4:3a p.m.
in my body and with muscular
15-11aiste
(ju23pi
66-Analyges
17-Matur•
soreness from head to foot. I had
67-Group of ste
211-Daddie
2-trizer
61-Burlits
Rheumatoid Arthritis and other
20-Frighten
1-5'etal fastener
DOWN
ta-Part
4- Wild buffalo
forms of Rheumatism, hands de36-114ore profound
1-Queen of ,
of India (pL5
34-511stake
fairies
formed and my ankles were se,
6-Near
LOS - YELLOW JER.VY COW.
limited space prohibits telling
7-Mite
9 9 fro 4 /2
weight 650, tag in es. No. 676.
S-Region
you more here but if you will write
TUES
DAY
AND
5-Chinese mile
Last seen near F.ve Pointe, Shroa.
/3
me I will reply at once and tell you
10-Demon
iy
WEDNESDAY
11-Want
Bros.
iju23c)
how I received this wonderful relief.
12-T
Ann Baxter and Richard
herefo
re
5
16-Rip
Conte in
19-Fruit
20-Keen
?o(
V
7:
21
"THE BLUE GARDENIA"
22-Comfort
'
Z
24-Indigent
- also color cartoon
22.
•:". 1 5 24
2905 Arbor Hills Drive 55
7
.25 21.
/
26-Weaken•
P. 0. Box 2695
25-tinrileached •
THE MURRAY GRAIN CIMPANY
27
:8 re
30-Withered
Jackson 7. Mississiool
V7 •
Sd
42_
at the Ky. Popcorn Company
21 -Th In ker
11-0res t Lake
wants to buy 25 carloads of wheat
55
14-Carry
and 5 carloads of oats. Will pay BETTY SUE
115-Pigeon
By JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
V/
x47 4
37-Drink heavily
highest market prices aed furnish
40-Prnefreader'•
bags
free
mark
to
grower
s. Will place
i. ff*ez
9
\'',/z4°
41-Begin
government loan wheat. See Tip
43-Word of
4,0 toe
‘It.
7/47
V
enrrow
Doran, Jack Farmer or W. H.
44-P.Iille fish
y ..,
Broach at Muri-Sy Grain Company
46-Pitch
.49"
:/ 4?
95
VAle
!Or highest prices. Phone 840.
It-...Pregeclous
60-Ralse•
.so
55
tju26e)
.
F1'
67-Provid• ereW
57
63-Worm
SOME BLACKBERRIEF A N1.1
8
65-Pronous
plums. 207 South 13th Street or
NINO br •••11 ••••••• ••••••.. la•
66-3.1416
call 1103.
(ju24nc)
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Y.-TUES.
on O'Conner.
ynolds in
THE RAIN'

NOTICE

F.OR REM -

APARTMENT, THREE ROOMS
and bath. Electrically equipped
SERVICES OFFERED
Adults only. Available :uly 1st
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth, phone
I WILL DO IRONING AND TAKE
/31-W.
(tic)
care of children in my home at
a reasefnable rate. Phoni. 1448-W
GARAGE APARTMENT- THREE
,RI2-3p)
rooms, bath, hot and cold
water.
At 221Ie South 12th St , call
NOW! YOUR WRIST WATCH
1124-M. Loyd Henry.
(ju23p) thoroughly cleaned oiled. adjust-

Bus.

We pointed out last week that dairy
ing in Calloway
County was over a million dollar a year
enterprise and
that we thought it could be expanded
to a two million
dollar enterprise. We still think so.

mber Co.

ARTHRITIS?

WANT TO RENT I

meg- mis

OM falf

st

*lid Found

. TRI-CITY
I

Tobacco is our largest income producer,
but is limited
by acreage control. Wheat and corn are
now limited
by acreage controls, and other crops
may come under
controls.

DRIVE-IN

' Inch
NG
r FANS

J.,

This is only controlled and limited
by the amount of
Calloway County milk you and your famil
y drink. Including the "outside" milk sold
in this county the per

e.,4

YKE$
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54:J ,
..11•111•1.
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Si Norms

ADELAIDE
HUMPHRIES

"Exhibit A is ruled out."
I nctereg,ve up hop,"
"Well, there's Exhibit B," she
"No, I'm not engaged to anysaid. She decided to tell him frank- one."
She knew the color was
ly why they could not be friends. high
In her cheeks. "And I don't
She couldn't be subtle with a man suppos
e I can very well refuse to
like this. "I don't make it a habit be friends
, if you make it all right
to become friends with, or have with
Roz. But I wish, Norman,
dates with, anyone who has been you'd
stop holding my hand."
dating one of my girl friends."
"Your wish* is my command."
"I/ you mean Roz, we swere His dark
eyes took on that teasing
never more than the most casual look,
CHAPTER NINE
and he took her hand and,
friends." He said this with such with
a smile, placed it back into
CYNTHIA said "it's good of her
earnestness, looking her straight her
lap. "Since I'm such an optimto want to help," after Norman in
the eye, that it was impossible ist,
1 hope next time it will be more
had explained why he had taken to
doubt that that was how he than holdin
g hands. Though I'll do
the blame for the accident felt
toward Roz. "I have never my darned
est not to rush you too
"Though I'm afraid It can't make given
Roz any reason to believe I much. As
for Roz, please let me
up for what happened-if Julius was seriously
interested in her. take care of makin
doesn't get well."
g things right
Roz la a tine girl, but she doesn't With
her."
"Oh, but he will! He m u at! happen to be the-kind
of girl I
He was, Cynthia thought, the exWhat do you mean by that 7" Nor- could fill in love with
and want act opposi
te of Walt. Walt thought
man leaned across the table. to marry."
there
was all the time in the world
"Julius will get w e II." he said
Oh, dear! They seemed to be getto
get
around
earnestly. "I know it about breaks ting in deeper and
to rushing anything
deeper - and or
anyone. When Walt held her
your heart to see the poor tittle furthermore, he was still
holding hand, it was,
to take her pulse.
-chap lying there with his leg in her hand. -•
Unless Cynthia used Norman's tacthat confounded hammock ar"I'm afraia Roz Is under a diftica, as she had today, and gave
rangement- Lord, but the kid's ferent Impression."
got what It takes! Never a whim"Just because I saw her on the that young doctor a very rude
awakening.
per out of him, just that shy smile street and, for old times'
sake,
and those big dark eyes that eat asked her if she'd' care
Friday evening might tell the
to go out
story.
right into your heart But he will one night?"
get well-you don't mean he won't,
"It must be more than that.
"When will you let me see you
do you, Cynthia?"
You're the kind of man Roz would again?" Norman said now.
"Bemean he may never walk be interested in - seriously. And sides those accidental meetings in
again. Or If he does, never like anyway, since she knew you first the hospital when we go to visit
Julius, I mean. Since you agreed
other children-to be able to run
and play." For that was what
"I've never let myself be seri- to be friends, you can't refuse me."
Walt had told her when she had ously interested in
Ile certainly knew how to put
any girl because
asked him. It was a severe dose of the kind of job
I have. It has her tn the spot. However, she
to hand Norman; she saw how taken me on missions so
could be obdurate. "I can't
secret
see
deeply it affected him.
couldn't let anyone know where I you, or have a date with you, until
He said, "Gosh ..." and shook was. But now I guess 4nele Ham you've squared things with Itoz.
his head. Then, "I won't believe it, has decided I've risked my neck And even then, Norman,. I don't
not until I have to. We'll keep on often enough-I'm going to be in believe it's any use, really I don't"
hoping. It's only when you give up Washington from now on. I can
Yet she had to admit that he
settle down, plan some sort
hope, Cynthia, that you're lost"
of not only was likeable and charmfutur
e-"
"That's tight. I didn't mean we
ing and unpredictable, as Roz had
ahould give up hope," she told him.
Why was he telling her all this? said, but also • man that a woman
"Hell have to be in traction for Ile should have been telling
could
admire and respect,
It to
several months. Then we'll see Roz. Roz would adore living
It was the next evening as the
In
what we can do for him in the Washington: it was only a few three girls
were sitting down to
clinic. Ile must have a lot of driving hours away. She would supper that
Roz announced she
therapy. And maybe Dr. Sellars adore having a husband connec
ted was going to give a party.'
con perform a miracle. He has with international affairs. And
"And you two will have to help
what he had said about his posi- me make
done it before."
it a success." she said.
"Dr. Sellars ... Oh, he's your tion before explained why Norman "I think six will be just
the right
had
suddenly dropped out of sight. number. You
doctor, isn't no? The giant-sized
can invite your doc"I know you'll think It's much tor, Cynthi
package with the tierce scow I.
a, and Nora you aitt
Does he ever laugh at life-or him- too soon," he was saying, "but your cousin. Tommy, to conic.
I
self? Rut forgive me. Cynthia." the minute I saw you, silting there guess I don't have to tell you
wham
Norman reached across the table in the middle of the street with I intend to invite. In fact,
that's
to lay his hand on hers, having that kid in your arms. I knew you the whole purpose of this shindi
g."
seen that she resented this. "May- were the woman I had been look"Purpose?" Nora repeated in her
be he sa • miracle man. I hope so, ing for all my life, Cynthia. You absent-minded fashion. She
had
mustn't refuse to • be friends, give just had a
for Julius' sake."
letter from Alan saying
nie a chance to-"
he would be home in about
She murmured that she hoped
a
"Hut 1-I can't" She was dis- month. So Nora
so, too. But all she could think of mayed
was up in the
, yet she couldn't help feel- clouds these days.
was his hand, lying on hers. It
ing proud and well, yes, glad.
Cynthia did not
made her self-conscious. It made
Ile was apparently thinking that Roz meant. She have to ask what
her sort of jittery inside, too. And
thought, her heart
there was someone else. For now whiting, Here
peoPM Would think they were holdwe go again!
he said, "I know there's that
'I've
got to do something," Roe
docing bands.
tor of yours. He's too big for
even confided. "Here I've stayed home
"You haven't presented a con- me to •pick
a fight with, It I practically every night
since that
%met.. case," Norman Feld, his (rented to, whieh
I don't. However, cm^ big date waiting for
the phone
hand Kin covering hers, so firmly you're not engage
d to him, are to ring."
n at NM Cneld not Mill It away. 'nut, Cynthia? As I just
tnhl your
'Ti Re Cent;e9,,,
-

-9

The shot in the arm that is needed is
-MORE GRADE
A MILK PRODUCTION IN CALLOW
AY COUNTY

Mrs. Lela S. Wier

Wanted To Buy

ersible
Price
reek

Norman Tirana( and nurse Cynthia
Doyle had tint met at the scene
of an
near Washington.
C. He d
tried to "date her, to payD.her
court.
but Cynthia'• romantic Interest
centers
arv•ut Dr. Sellers with whom
she
works at the clinic. It was not until
the doctor discovered that he
had
•
11101 for Nurse Boyle's esteem, that he
began to pee her as • woman as well
as • nurse. Its Is gravely comerwhen Cynthia accepts an Invitation m.4
to
dine with the handsome Mr. Brandt
•

-••-`"

capita consumption of milk is far too low.
You can have another million dollar a
year factory
and it won't cost you a cent_lf every child
is provided
quart of milk a day and every adult three
114444.3

day.
Milk is no longer considered just a baby food,
adults
need it just a badly. This is a proven fact.
Drink lots
of milk, save on your overall foca bill.
You'll be
healthier and feel better. And be sure
to ask for SUNBURST MILK-the home produced milk.

Ladies if "Old Sol' is taking the "spring
and bounce" 1
out of your hair, better see JEAN'S BEAUTY
SHOP now
for a complete scalp and hair treatment! We
bring you
a complete line of beauty service . . guarantee
your'
satisfaction!

c/EAN'S BEAUTY SWOP
Pkenc 109/ 103 NO. 5TH sr MURRAY.Irlf.

Ryan Milk Company

NANCY
By
e-5
.4../5"././44/44.Clit-e•

ZOWIE

SURE- I'LL
HELP YOU
WITH YOUR
SPELLING
PEEWEE

Ernie Boalumillor

Z-ZOW
0-IE
W-I-Ej
44
.
•

UL' ABNER

err uP,DAISY KAIL.r.r....
HONEST ABE'S CRYIN'??-DAISY MAE?-..
WHAR IS `10 ?-CAINT
FIND YO'WIF MAN
FOOT-

Al Caro
•
SHE'S RACK!!'--OH -s°61/NOVI,AFTER R OR 3
41
Y'ARS 0' MARRIAGE-AH•
FO'GITS WHICH -AH iS
GONNA TELL HER-A$
LOVES HER!!
Dv

GOLPir-AH REMEMBERS
NOV4-DAISY'S

H- HOPELESSLY BUR/ED
IN DUFFY'S CAVERN?!

NOINO.F.r-AH MUST
BE DREAM1N'-- AN'
5(35!.•- AH WANTS T'
WAKE UP.'.'-AH
WANTS HER T'
COME BACK.r.r

KNOCK'
KNOCK?!

Se, • t IP. ON -Ms
meow.
ION 11.
boor% 5 5 .b.-

6-22

Ceeireelpliee

ABBIE an' SLATS
•
STAY WHERE YOU
ARE, CHARLIE

IF THEY'RE I-4ARD ONES,
HONEY, I THINK YOU'RE
WASTING YOUR.

DOBBS, AND ANSWER
ME A COUPLE OF
QUESTIONS;

TWE.

11

-')'"Si

•••-•-•

4.1

We are very fortunate in having Murray
State College
in Murray and tn having several facto
ries located here.
These are fine and we need more and
will do our part
to help get more; but agriculture is
still the backbone
of our economy and nothing can surpass
it as an income
producer; But it needs a shot in the arm.

I

c

rss§ anr.i
.ret1

262
Ky.

Opportunities

PORTRAIT. COMMERCIAL Direct color photography
Formal
and
candid weddings. Custom
framing Wells & Wrataer, South
Side square, Murray. telephone
1439.
(iy27e)

Another Million Dollar Factory
For This Community?

C

I-V

PAGE THRE'
ed. only $2.50 -P.
a.
a
Special bargain otter ends J.
30, 1054 Repair. Dept., Pare
Jewelry 9tore.
(ju.24.

seen*

•

EVEN YOU CAN W o'COURSE
UNDERSTAND THEM; I DO, SUE.,.
NUMBER ONE-CO
YC;IJ KNOW
YOU LOVE ME ?
THAT.

By Raabtars V.. Bares
O.K. NOW.WHEN -AND I

MEAN EXACTLY
IV+4EN- DO WE
GET MARRIED

ANYTIME YOU
WANT TO, SUE.
SO FAR, I GUESS

CAN ANSWER
ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS.

PAGE TWO
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APARTMENT THREE ROOMS
and bath Mee-tritely equippei
Adults only Available :uly 1st
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth, phone
I WILL DO IRONING AND TAKE
231-W.
(tic)
care of children in my home at
a reasdhable rate. Phom.: l4-18-W.
GARAGE APARTMENT— THREE
4 1‘.1.23p)
rooms, bath, hot and cold water.
At 221le South 12th St., call NOW!
YOUR WRIST WATCH
1124-M. Loyd Henry.
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SPECIAL SALE
One lot sunsuits, swimsuits, etc
sale OW., One lot sunsuits playsuits, $1.49. All summer hats and
bag, $1 00. Boys summer caps,
$1.00. Losits' Childivn Soup.
(ju23c)

GOOD THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
Living room. dining room, kitchen,
utility root) and garage. Located
MO
• SOLID GRANITE.
on hard surface street,
cuy sewerlarge
TERMITES BRICK HCIJSE, UNFURN
n styles, el.zea Call 65,
age. In high school, dierict. In- RID YOUR HOME
ISHED,
see
way Monument Works,
terested persons please write P.O. and insects. Expert work. Call three bedrooms. Modern conveni441 or see Sam Kelley.
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Wei ences. Double garage. Ft..11 baseBox 324, Murray.
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C.
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ably priced. Call Mrs. Gesrge Hart,
MODERN HOME OR SALE BY SINGER SEWING MACHINE IN
4 miles South of Murray on Hazel
237.
Located
AC 40 COMBINE. SEE AT BUD- owner.
, modal.
near
college. good condition. TreadP.
(tfc)
Road.
des Si Station, 12th asei Chest- Shown by appointment. Two bed- Flat bobbin. Phone 1136.
(lc) — Drive out and
save a$$$ — ROOMS FOR RENT. 514 BROAD
nut
(ju24c)
tjur../c) rooms and den. Call 507.
•New and Used Cars •Television Street, phone 289.
W. D. Sykes.
PIECE OF BEAUTiel.11, GREEN Grayson McClure,
Purdom Parks
FOR SALE OR RENT. OIL STA- SPECIA
(tic)
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g. 11x22 ft Living room
L THIS WEEK! :2 POST
Phone
84
(Jyl0e)
Uon owner leaving state. Must card photogra
SMALL APARTMENT WITH REphs, only $2.95, of suite. Deluxe Tappan gas range.
sell or lease Wilson Insurance & baby
or child. Love's Studio, 503 Also extra wide nylon curtains. THERE it NOW
A SINGER frigerator and stove furnished.
Real Estate. 303 East Main Street. Poplar St. Our
Studio Is Air Con- Call 1496 or see at 1505 Sycamore. Sewing Machine representive for Two blocks from Court House.
(ju2.3c) ditioned.
iju24e) new and used machines and re- Call 49-W.
(ju25c)
(ju23p)
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411
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Ei.T.
TIC
SSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Peasie
unfurnished. Private bath. Heat
APPLES, EARLY TRANSPARENT
and water furreshed, ,ownstairs.
Aelto Se
Special for sauce. $2.00 par bushel.
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OS.7- MCI
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Another Million Dollar Factory
For This Community?
We pointed out last week that dairying in Calloway
over a million dollar a year enterprise and

County was

that we thought it could be expan
ded to a two million
dollar enterprise.

CRO
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to help get more; but agriculture
is still the backbone
of our economy and nothing can surpas
s it as an income

q.vq.

Lost ond Found

producer; But it needs a shot in the
arm.

. TRI-CITY
I

Tobacco is our largest income produc
er, but is limited
by acreage control.

DRIVE-1N

,,, A

I

controls.
The shot in the arm tiat is needed is
--MORE GRADE

Mrs. Lela S. Wier

Wanted To Buy

A MILK PRODUCTION
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8vvorsis
Norman nrandt and nurse Cynthia
Doyle had first met at the scene of an
at. ident near Washington. D. C. He'd
tried to "date" her. to pay her court.
but Cynthia romantic inttrest centers
50001 Dr. Sellers with whom she
works at the clinic. It was not until
the doctor discovered that is had
•
1
.
11•1 for Nurse boyle's esteem.
that he
began to see her as • woman as well
as • nurse Ile is gravely conrerned
When Cynthta acrept• an invitation
dine with the handsome Mr. Brandt_ to

"Exhibit A is ruled out."
I never give up hope."
-Well, there's Exhibit B," she
"No, I'm not engaged to anysaid. She decided to tell him frank- one." She
knew the color was
ly why they could not be friends. high in her
cheeks. "And I don't
She couldn't be subtle with a man suppose I
can very well refuse to
like this. "I don't make it a habit be friends,
if you make it all right
to become friends with, or have with Roz.
But I wish, Norman,.
dates with, anyone who has been you'd stop
holding my hand."
dating one of my girl friends."
"Your wish* is my command."
"If you mean Roz, we ,were His dark eyes took
on that teasing
never more than the most casual look, and
he took her hand and,
CHAPTER NINE
friends." He said this with such with a smile,
placed it back into
CYNTHIA said "it's good of her earnestness,
looking her straight her lap. "Since I'm such
an optimto want to help," after Norman in
the eye, that it was impossible ist, I hope next time
it will be more
had explained why he had taken to doubt
that that was how he than holding hands.
Though
I'll do
t h e bl•m a for the accident. felt toward
P.oz. "I have never my darnedest not to rush
you too
"Though I'm afraid It can't make given Roz
any reason to believe I much. As for Roz,
please
let me
up for what happened—if Julius was seriousl
y interested in her. take care of making
things right
doesn't get well."
Roz is a fine girl, but she doesn't with her."
"Oh, but he will! He m us t! happen to be the kind of girl I
He was, Cynthia thought, the exWhat do you mean by that?" Nor- could fall in love with and want
act opposite of Walt. Walt thought
man leaned across the table. to marry."
there was all the time in the world
"Julius will get w e I I," he said
Oh, dear! They seemed to be getearnestly. -I know it about breaks ting in deeper and deeper — and to get around to rushing anything
your heart to see the poor little furthermore, be was still holding or anyone. When- Waltj held 'her
hand, it was to take ber pulse.
chap lying there with his leg in her hand.
Unless Cynthia used No
an's tacthat confounded hammock ar"I'm afraid Roz is under a diftics, as she had today, and gave
rangement— Lord, but the kid's ferent impression."
that young doctor a very rude
got what it takes! Never a whim"Just because I saw her on the
per out of him, just that shy smile street and, for old times' sake, awakening.
Friday evening might tell the
and those big dark eyes that eat asked her if she'd care to go
out story.
right into your heart. But he will one night?"
get well—you don't mean he won't,
"It must be more than that.
"When will you let me see you
do you, Cynthia?"
You're the kind of man Roz would again?" Norman said now. "Besides
be
those accidental meetings in
interest
ed in — seriously. And
"I mean he may never walk
again. Or It-he does, never like anyway, since she knew you first the hospital when we go to visit
Julius, I mean. Since you agreed
other children—to be able to run
and play." For that was what
"I've never let myself be:seri- to be friends, you can't refuse me."
Walt had told her when she had ously interested in any girl because
Ile certainly knew how to put
asked him. It was a severe dose of the kind of job I have. It
has her tri the spot. However, she
to hand Norman: she saw how taken me on missions so secret
could
be obdurate. "I can't see
I
deeply it affected him,
couldn't let anyone know where I you, or have a date with you, until
you've
was.
But now I guess Lincle Sam
squared things with It'Oz.
He said, "Gosh .. ." and shook
his head. Then, "I won't believe it, has decided I've risked my neck And even then, Norman. I don't
believe
often
Its
until
any use, really I don't"
enough
I have to. We'll keep on
not
—I'm going to be in
hoping. It's only when you give up Washington from now on. I can
Yet she had to admit that he
settle down, plan some sort of not only was likeable
hope, Cynthia, that you're lost."
and charming and unpredictable, as Roz had
"That's right. I didn't mean we future—"
said,
Why was he telling her all this?
but also a man that a woman
should give up hope," she told hi
lie should have been telling it to could admire and respect.
"He'll have to be in traction f
Roe
Roz
several months. Then we'll see
would adore living in
It was the next evening as the
what we can do for him in the Washington; it was only a few three girls were sitting
down to
clinic. He must have a lot of driving hours away. She would supper that Ito; announc
ed she
therapy. And maybe Dr. Sellars adore having a husband connected was going to give a
party.
cien perform a miracle. He has with International affairs. And
"And you two will have to help
what he had geld about hie posi- me make it a
done it before."
success." she said.
tion
before
explaine
"I
d
think six will be just the right
why
"Dr. Sellars .. . Oh, he's your
Norman
doctor. Isn't he? The giant-sized had suddenly dropped out of sight. number. You can invite your doc"I know you'll think It's much tor, Cynthia, and
package with the fierce scow I.
Nora you ant
Does he ever laugh at life—or him- too soon," he was saying, "but your cousin. Tommy, to come. I
sell? Etut torgive me, Cynthia." the minute I saw you, sluing there guess I don't have to tell you whern
Norman reached across the table in the middle of the street with I intend to invite. In fact, that's
to lay his hand on hers, having that kid in your arms, I knew you the whole purpose of this shindig."
"Purpose?" Nora repeated in tier
seen that she resented this. "May- were the woman I had been lookbe be is a miracle man. I hope so, ing for all my life, Cynthia. You absent-minded fashion. She had
mustn't
refuse
to be friends, give Just had a letter from Alan saying
for Julius' sake."
me a chance
he would be home in about
She murrmired that she hoped
a
"But 1-1 Can't." She was dis• month. So Nora
was up in the
so, too. But all she could think of mayed,
yet site couldn't help feel- clouds these days.
was his hand, lying on hers. It ing
proud and well, yes, glad.
Cynthia did not have to ask what
made her seit-conscious. It made
He was apparently thinking that rtoz meant. She thought
, her heart
hervet of jittery inside, too. And there
was someone else. For now sinking, Here we go
pep* would think they were holdagain!
he said. "I know there's that doc"I've
got
to
do
something," Roz
ing bands.
tor of yours. He's too big for even confided. "Here I've
stayed home
"You haven't presented a con- me to pick a fight
with, if I practically every night since that
\ nein Case," Norman said, his wanted to, which I don't
However, cur" big date waiting for the phone
tnd min covering hers, so firmly you're riot engaged to him,
are to ring."
.
that OA m - eld not pull It sway. yin', Cynthia? As I just
told you,
(To Re Conl
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by the amount of

your family drink, In-

capita consumption of milk is far too low.
You can have another million 'dollar a

year factory

and it won't cost you a cent—If every child
is provided
quart of milk a -day anti .very
adult throe glasses

day.
no longer considered just a baby food, adults

need it just a

badly.

This is a proven fact.

of milk, save on your

overall

healthier and feel better.

for a complete scalp and hair treatment!
We bring
a complete line of beauty service . . guaran

you
tee your

satisfaction!

CALLOWAY

cluding the "outside" milk sold in this county
the per

Ladies if "Old Sol' is taking the "spring and bounce
"
out of your hair, better see JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP now
by h
row....
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Calloway County milk you and
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Wheat and corn are now limited

by acreage controls, and other crops
may come under
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We still think so.

We are viery fortunate in having Murray State Colleg
e
in Murray and in having several factories locate
d here.
These are fine and we need more and will do our
part
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POR3RAIT, COMMERCIAL, Direct color photography
Formal
candid weddings. Custom
and
framing Wells SE Wrether, South
Side square, Murray, telephone
1439.
(jy27c)

food

Drink lots

bill.

You'll be

And be sure to ask for SUN-

BURST M1LK—the home produced milk.

c/EAN'S BEAUTY SWOP
Priem 109/ 1493 NO. 5T'"sr MURRAY.KY.

Ryan Milk Company
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NOW —DAISY'S
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STAY WHERE YOU
ARE, CHARLIE
DOBBS, AND ANSWER
ME A COUPLE OF
QUESTIONS.'
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HONEY, I THINK YOU'RE
WASTING YOUR
TIME .

EVEN YOU CAN
UNDERSTAND THEM;
NUMBER ONE- CO

`IOU LOVE ME

Ramberg' Van Buren
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/ CO, SUE..,
VC14/ KNOW
THAT.
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WHEN -AND I
MEAN EXACTLY
WHEN- DO WE
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Miss Lillian Smith Bec
omes The Bride 'Of
William "Mac Jones In
Beautiful Ceremony

PERSONALS

son, Keith, of Detroit. Mich.;— eeit
visiting- her sister, Mrs. Greene
Wilson and family.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ferguson and
Mrs. J. H. Nix returned last week
from Orlando. Fla.. where they
visited Mrs. NiX'a daughter and
husband

In a setting of brid
Among th,eat fr”rn .111.erray etal loveliness,
Mrs. Jones. the groom's
Miss Lillian Smith
mother tending
daughter of chose
the suede :a' tlestre' al
a
Mr. and Mrs.
pink
line
n
afternoon
Lionel Maleclm
gown with white trim.
Smith of Brownsville,
Her ac- Kentucky Dam '.ate reek on
became the cessorie
s were of white and her Thursday and Friday evenings
./.;" bride of William Mac Jones,. son
flowers were Cymbidiur.
of Mr. and Mrs.
black. The brid
orchids. wereker. and Mrs. Marvin WrathCarl
os Jones of She
e;srooMs mother
wore a pink straw hat.
er. Mn. Rema Cole, Miss Roth
Murray, Kentucky, at
. • • •
wore a sheer pink
five o'clock
lace frock fasCole, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
Sunday afternoon, Jun
hioned with a v-cut
Reception
e sixth at
neckline. Her the
Immediately following the
Miss Virginia Trances Crawford
Brownsville Baptist Chur
hat was of white
Mre Warren Swa
wed- Jr.. Miss Jean Corn, aid Clegg
ch.
nn entertained
straw and her
ding. Mr. and Mrs. Sm4.th
of Cincinati, Ohio, is spending her
other accessories
the Weer — Helm
enter- Austin.
were via IC. They
Sunday School
The Rev. James Yate
• • • •
vacation with her parents, Mr.
s, pastor, tained at a rectption in the Church
of First Christia
each wore a shou
n "..hurcer in her
lder "t'sage of officiated at the double
ring cere- rooms.
and Mrs. C. B. Crawfc,rd, West
pink asters, step
beautiful home on 'Ma
mon
hanotis and ivy
y and nuptial music was
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Griffith and Main Stre
in Street on
The bride's table writ
given
et.
leaves.
Friday aftern on. '
beautiby Miss Marilyn Neal
of Paducah, fully appointed with a tiered
An interesting pmg
wed
Ky.. organist, and Miss
rom v.-as preding
cake centering the
Charlotte
Reception
sented with Mrs. Annie
table,
Reagan of Dresden, Tenn
Wear and
.. vocalist. which was overlaid with
Mrs. Claude Rowlan
a cutThe wedding scene
Immediately following
d in charge.
work cloth over gree
was
one
:he
of
etre
The devotion was
n ,sattn._At.111.6
beauty,
ainy- a reeeption was
with
given by Miss
the
background the cake was a miniatur
held at the
LUla Holland with
e bride
formed of Southern
Methodist Student
Mrs. Johnston
huckleberry and groom and white
Center.
leading In prayer.
rweetpeas
interspersed with whit
The table was over
e
and
smil
glaci
ax
laid
ioli
were arranged around
with florettes. Thre
Mrs. Fair. president,
pink organdy cloth.
e archs were form- the base of
presided at
ballerina lengthe cake. Five-branchthe meeting.
ed, with the center one
th. cornered with larg
of
huck
ed
lesilv
e arrangeer candleabra hetj white
Lovely refreshments
berry and the side ones
ment of candy tuff.
were servof mag- candles on either side
while regal noli
ed by the hostess
of the
a blossoms and foliage.
lilies and white stoc
to the fifteen
Slend- central arrangement and
k. The cloth er
members and five visi
punch,
cath
edra
was
l
tape
caug
rs
ht
burn
at
ed in cake and nuts were
each corner with
tors present
served the
wrought iron candelabra,
who reported an enjo
crescent design of
which guests.
yable aitterFren
ched
whit
e were entwined with
noon.
carnations and pink
the huckleend white berry and
• • • •
white gladioli florettes.
lilies- of - the- valley
Assisting at ate receptio
caught with The youn
n were.
g couple knelt for the Miss Mary Rachel
streamers of pink
r
ribbon. The bridal pray
e,
Mrs
er
on a white satin Eugene Stoots. Miss
cake and punch bow
Miry Kay
l were en- prie-dieu,
Calendar
placed beneath the cen- Clark. Miss Jani
circled with string
ce
Wheeler of
sm.lax and tral arch. Ban
ked along the chan- Fulton, Ky., Miss V
nestles of gardenias
anda Holland
and candy cel rail were
magnolia leaves and of Benton, Ky.. Miss
tuffs. Placed on the
Twesday. June el
Ann Whayne
tcp of 'lie White magnolia -blo
ssoms.
of Columbus, Ky.,
cake was a miniatur
Mns
e replica of
Bette
The pretty brunet brile,
The Woman's Aseociat
Sue
the
Buekingham of Mu-ray.
given
bride's bouquet.
'on of the
Ky..
, College Predayterran
in marriage by her father,
Mrs.
Moody Castellaw, Mrs.
Lionel
Church will
HowMalcolm
meet with Miss Marion
The piano was ador
Smith, wore for
her ard McCaleb of Trenton, Miss
Crawford,
ned with a
wedding an .oriyinal of
Lynn Grove. at eight
magnificent arrangement
white Olive Perry. Mrs. Nolen Smit
o'clock. Parof gladioli Chan
h,
tilly lace over satin.
sons desiring trenspor
and lilies Large baskets
The Mrs. Richard Hopkins and
t-it.on call
of white fitte
Mrs.
d bodice, featuring a Que
flowers were plac
either Miss Rezino Sen
en J. T. Perry.
ed a, vantage
a:- or Mrs.
Anne Collar, skirt, worn over perpoints in the room.
Then Venoble.
Following the
receptlon. the
iod skirts and cascading
• • • •
into a young couple left for
M.ss Evelyn Linn
a wedding
cath
edra
l train. The lung Aceves trip. The
presided at
Tbureday. Jane 24
bride wore a mauve silk
the punch bowl and
It'll into petal points over
The Magaze.e C:eh
Mr's
coat
the
Ruby
!style dress witn i yoke
will meet
Simpson served the
of
with Mrs R A Jeli
ceke. They hand. Her fingertip veil of French white pique stud
nstor at three
ded with rhinewere assisted by
illusion fell from a cap of Cha
o'clock Mensbe:;i: note
Mn'.
Russell
nston
es
and
change of
tied
with
Phelps, Mrs. Robert
a bow of
meeting place
Hopkins, Miss tilly lace embroidered with seed silk organza. She
wore hack acKatie Martin. and
Mrs. ?oriel Me- pearls. Her bouquet was of white cessor
and
wore the orchid
login. Mrs. .Ve Rya
n Cooper kept purple throated orchids and step- from her
bridal bouquet pinned
the register.
hanotis, tied with satin ribb
Wedding Duet $325 Set
ons.
to the shoulder of her
coog away
'Attendants
cost
ume.
The hri,le's parents
Miss Sylvia Mr-Caleb, daughter
eil'ertalned
Following their return
the out of town gues
from their
ts with. a of Mr. and Mrs. Howard McC.aleb wedding
trip, they will mak
dinner at the Triangle
e
Inn follow- of Trenton, was maid of honur. their hom
e in Murray, Ka- • where
ing the reception.
Mrs. Eugene Cain, the form
Mrs. Bertrea Miflevifle
er both are students
Goers
at Mw,..y State
Miss Mary Lou Cox, daughter
of College.
After the reception
Amiciat an exqu.site be'kgrou
tie couple Mrs. W. W. Cox, was matr
nd and maaeve bask
on cf
of flowers and candelab
ets of white left for a wedding trip
Fro
m
ra in the chrysa
Murray
with the honor. Bridesmaids
were. Miss States-G
nthemums and stack
sanctuary of the Firs
raphle, Etrownsviiie. Ten
were bride wearing a gray 'blue Hand- Ora Louise Gray,
Mayfield
t Methodist used
n
daug
hter
in front of the smilax back
of
maeh
Church. the 'reading of
er
suit of texturel
NI ss Betty grou
cotton. Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gray, Miss
nd_ The greenery' ao.s
Her
Senele daur.er at Mr
accessories were bite:
interrrd Mrs sper
leather Dixit Howse. daughter of Mi.
sed with gladioli tenssorn
and she wore n whit
Robert Smith. 1012 Snar
s.
e straw hat and Mrs. Oscar
pr Street.
Howse, Miss
Mrs.
Richard Farrell arga
Murray. to Mr Bertram
rest Pinned on her shoulder was the Ro wine Wilson. the daii
Ntileville and
ihter of
Mr. Russell Phelps of
Goers. son of Mr and
whit
"
orch
id
from
Tuni
her b•lial bou- IMrs. Lloyd Wilson and Mrs.
ca.
Mrs. Samuel Miss.,
PIANOS
Robert
W Goers of Altarnon
vocalist presented a love
quet
.
hainey of Memphis. the _Ica
t. Ill.. was
ly
rus:program of nuptial
solemnized_
$495 Buys this new Est
mus.c. The
Miss Betty Walpole. daughter
ey
Mrs.
Goers is a graduate
of
organist's selectior.s wer
Spinet Piano with full
of
e
Mr.
Oh
and
Mrs.
New
key. The Rev. Paul T Lyies.
man Walpole.
Murray High School
Promise Me" by DeKove
ani Murray They wore dres
hoard and bench to
n.
Past
Clai
or
re
ses of pale pink
State College and has
match of the church, performed the 'Cere- de lune" by Debussy.
turn teach- nylon
"Iaebest
lire Delivery Anywhe
re ' mony before an assembly of rela- urn" by Liszt. and "Ave Maria" ra- ing borne economics in the high with atulle and taffeta, fashioned
by school at
high Empire lin, and
tives and friends
Sehubert. Mr Phel
Altamont RI. Mr. Goer feat
on Tues
Used Pianos $95.00 and
uring a short fitted shru
s
up June 15. at five o'clock in day. Is My Heart Alon ps' sang "Yours is a graduate of Altament
g jacket
e"
the
whic
by
High
h formed a portrait neckline
Feber and School
Some Small Ones
afternoon. The Rev.
.
and Capitol Univ
Marc''1 S "The Lord's Prayer- arrsoged by
The
ersity,
skirts were very full, form
Goers of Bakknore.
Columbus. Ohio. He
ed
is noN associ- of eight inch flou
-misted Malotte The traditional wedding
nces
flar
ated
ed from
with his father in
Rev Lyles in the cere
marches were used for
business top to bottom. Their half
mony.
the pro- in Alta
-hats
mont. Ill., where the
For the bridal °ace
cessional and the recessio
couple were of sheer pink tulle, stud
808 South 5th St.
s en the
nal.
will make their hom
ded
church was magnifie
The bride, who was give
e.
with
rhin
ently decoratPaducah, Ky. Phone 5-5
esto
nes
n
:n
and they wore
65: ed witla a background of
marriage by her father. ems
pear
ls.
Thei
r
flowers were pink
southern
Out of town guests for
lovely
srrelax Tell wrought
the wed- daisies
caught to mutts of mess
iron candel- in her wedding gown.
Maurer clIng and the receptio
n were Mr. green
abra holding long
. wh te tapers original. fashioned of satin with a and Mrs. Samuel
satin covered witn green
Goers. Mr. Aubdouble overskirt of tul'
net.
e inserted rey Goer. Mr William
Wendline,
sloth narrow bands of
Pretty
little
Melaine
imported Mr Harold Muehon. Mr.
Perry,
and Mrs. daughter of Mr.
scalloped Lace extendin
and Mrs. J. T.
e inei a Frank Brauer. Mr.
and Mrs. Art Perry., a cous
chapel train. The bodice
in of the brido. was
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s was of pale
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much
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flger. Mr. and skirt
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very
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e both in Mrs. Edd Goers.
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front and beck with
bodice buttoned
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